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Jurisdiction Under the Belgian
Law on Termination of Exclusive
Distributors: An Exercise in
Conflicts of Law and Jurisdiction
Introduction
Students of the European legal scene may not have realized the frustrating
yet professionally intriguing context within which the October 6, 1976 decision of the European Court of Justice was rendered in Ets. A. De Bloos

S.P.R.L. v. Bouyer S.C.A. In that case the European Court was asked to
interpret article 5(1) of the Brussels Convention 2 and decide whether jurisdic'Case No. 14/76, (19761 E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1497, [1976 Transfer Binder COMM. MKT. REP.
(CCH) 8376.
'Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters, reprinted in 0. J. EUR. COMM. (No. L 304) 36 (1978) (Official English version). The
Convention was signed in Brussels on Sept. 27, 1968 in execution of article 20 of the Treaty of
Rome establishing the European Economic Community. The proposed amended version, see
note 12 infra, is reprinted in O.J. EUR. COMM. (No. L 304) 77 (1978), 18 INT'L LEGAL MATS 21
(1979). Article 5(l) provides:
A person domiciled in a Contracting State may, in another Contracting State, be sued:
1. in matters relating to a contract, in the courts for the place of performance of the
obligation in question....
By a Protocol signed on June 3, 1971, the parties to the Brussels Convention granted to the Court
of Justice of the European Communities jurisdiction to give rulings on the interpretation of the
Convention. O.J. EUR. COMM. (No. L 304) 36, 50 (1978) (original convention); O.J. EUR. COMM.
(No. L 304) 77, 97 (1978) (proposed amended version), 18 INT'L LEGAL MATS 39 (1978). To date,
the European Court has rendered fourteen decisions thereunder. Ets. Somafer S.A. v. SaarFerngas A.G., [1978] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 2183. COMM. MKT. REP (CCH) 8516; Meeth v.
Glacetal Co., 11978] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 2133. COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8515; Soci&
G~nirale Alsacienne de Banque S.A. v. Walter Koestler, [1978] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1971,
COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8514; Socit6 Bertrand v. Paul Ott KG, [1978] E. COMM. CT. J. REP.
1431, [1977-78 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8497; Sanders v. Van Putte, [1977] E.
COMM. CT. J. REP. 2383, [1977-78 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8454; Industrial
Diamond Supplies v. Luigi Riva, [1977] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 2175, [1977-78 Transfer Binder]
COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8453; Bavaria Fluggesellschaft Schwabe & Co., KG v. European
Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation [1977] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1517, [1977-78
Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8428; Galeries Segoura v. Bonakdarian, [1976] E.
COMM. CT. J. REP. 1851, [1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8380; DeWolf v.
Harry Cox B.V., [19761 E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1759, [1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP.
(CCH) 8381; Handelswerkerij G.J. Bier B.V. v. Mines de Potasse d'Alsace S.A., [1976] E.
COMM. CT. J. REP. 1735, [1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8378; Estasis Salotti
de Colzani Aimo v. RUWA Polstereimaschinen GmbH, [19761 E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1831,
[1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8379; LTU Luftransportunternehmen GmbH
& Co. KG v. European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation, [1976] E. COMM. CT. J.
REP. 1541, 11976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8377; Ets. A. DeBloos S.P.R.L. v.
Bouyer S.C.A. [1976) E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1497, [1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP.
(CCH) 8376. Industrie Tessili Italiana Como v. Dunlop A.G., [1976] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 1473,
[1976 Transfer Binder] COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 8375.
In addition, the records of the European Court indicate that during the two years ending June
30, 1978, there were 261 decisions rendered by Member State national courts under the Brussels

convention.
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tion over a termination indemnity claim brought by a Belgian distributor
against a French supplier could be determined under the Brussels Convention
in a manner contrary to articles 4 and 6 of the Belgian Law of July 27, 1961, as
amended by the law of April 13, 1971 (hereinafter the law). 3 The Court held
that the relevant obligation for the purpose of determining jurisdiction under
article 5(1) is indeed the specific obligation at issue, but left the characterization of that obligation to the Belgian court in order to determine its place of
performance in accordance with Belgian law. This article will discuss the
controversy giving rise to that case, as well as the present state of Belgian law
regarding attempts by foreign suppliers to avoid application of the law
through choice of forum, choice of law, and arbitration clauses.
I. Applicable Belgian Law
A. The Law of July 27, 1961
Article 4 of the law provides that a terminated exclusive distributor may
sue for termination indemnities in a Belgian court and that the court will
apply only Belgian law, while article 6 provides that the provisions of the
statute will apply notwithstanding any contrary agreements reached before
the end of the distribution agreement." Particularly since the law provides for
relatively generous indemnities upon termination of the exclusive distributor,
numerous attempts have been made by suppliers to avoid application of the
law. Two notable attempts include (1) the use of choice of jurisdiction clauses
and appeals to the Brussels Convention, and (2) the use of arbitration clauses.
Indeed, following the effective date of the Brussels Convention on February 1, 1973, it was initially thought that a supplier established in another of

COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES IN 1977, at 30, COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, SYNOPSIS OF THE WORK OF THE COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN

COMMUNITIES in 1978, at 35.

'Law of July 27, 1961 on the Unilateral Termination of Indefinite Exclusive Distribution
Agreements, Mon. beige, Oct. 5, 1961, and law of April 13, 1971, Mon. beige, April 21, 1971. By
requiring indemnities for termination and for certain costs, the Law protects Belgian distributors
(that is, resellers of their suppliers' products) whose territory is either contractually exclusive or
practically exclusive (in the sense that they sell virtually all of the products sold in their territory).
Although only those exclusive distributors with contracts for an indefinite term are protected, a
second renewal of a fixed-term contract will bring the contract within the scope of the law. This
statutory protection of the distributor-as opposed to the commercial agent-is unusual in
Western Europe.
'Article 4 reads as follows:
A distributor who suffers harm upon the termination of a distributorship covering all or part
of the territory of Belgium may in any event sue the supplier in Belgium, either before the court
of his own domicile or before that of the supplier's principal office.
Whenever such a suit is brought before a Belgian court, it shall apply Belgian law exclusively.
Belgian law of July 27, 1961, art. 4, as amended by law of Apr. 13, 1971 (unofficial English
translation). Article 6 reads as follows:
The provisions of the present law shall be applied notwithstanding any agreement to the
contrary made before the end of the contract granting the distributorship.
They shall be applied to distributorships granted before the effective date of the present law.
Id. art. 6 (unofficial English translation).
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the Common Market signatories to the Convention might avoid application
of the Belgian law either through use of a choice of forum clause (recognized
by article 17 of the Convention, as long as the forum is the domicile of one of
the parties), or by reference to article 5(1) of the Convention, which, in contractual matters, permits jurisdiction in the forum where the obligation was,
or was to have been, performed.
After some hesitation, Belgian courts have now managed to develop defenses likely to protect the local distributor against most attacks on the exclusivity of forum and law decreed by the law. First, they have held that the
statutory obligation to indemnify arises only upon termination of the contract, and its locus is deemed to be in Belgium, regardless of where performance under the contract took place. Therefore, in the absence of a valid
contractual choice of forum, application of article 5(1) of the Convention
results in jurisdiction in Belgium. Secondly, Belgian courts may refuse to
recognize arbitration clauses in distribution contracts on the theory that the
matter is not subject to arbitration under Belgian law.' Once the matter is
submitted by a distributor to a Belgian court, the court is bound by its own
law to apply the statutory protection, regardless of a contractual choice of
another body of law.
The initial cases in Belgium related to contracts not containing choice of
forum clauses, but the Brussels courts were nonetheless willing to hold that
they did not have jurisdiction to hear claims against foreign suppliers for
termination indemnities. Though the reasoning varied, a developing line of
argument was based on the fact that in Belgian law a claim for payment of a
sum of money must be asserted in the domiciliary jurisdiction of the debtor.6
Thus, if the basis of litigation was the asserted obligation of the foreign
supplier to pay termination indemnities, performance of the obligation in
question was at the supplier's domicile, and, according to article 5(1) of the
Brussels Convention, jurisdiction lay with the courts of the supplier's domicile.
Such reasoning obviously posed a problem for those interested in the integrity of the protection afforded Belgian distributors by the Belgian law. Not
only would a foreign court normally recognize a choice of foreign law by the
parties (the Belgian law prohibits Belgian courts from applying foreign law),
but given the unusual nature of the Belgian law, a foreign court would be
unlikely to apply it in all its rigor, even if its application could not be avoided.
It was, therefore, due to the economic interests at stake as well as the
inherently interesting academic nature of the problem, that the related issues
received a full discussion in Belgian legal publications. Moreover, as is more
customary in the civil law system, the legal writing clearly influenced the
'See parts IV and V infra.
CIVIL art. 1247 (Belg.) provides that any payment is due at the domicile of the debtor,
unless agreed otherwise or unless a specific object is concerned. See Ledoux, L'application de
I'article 5, 1° et 5' de la Convention de Bruxelles en matibre de concession de vente, 1975
'CODE

JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 581.
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ultimate decision of the Mons court which had submitted to the European
Court of Justice the questions answered in De Bloos, as well as a more recent
decision of the Belgian Supreme Court discussed below. 7
The focus of the legal issues in Belgium revolved around the nature of the
obligation imposed by the law on the supplier to pay an indemnity to a terminated exclusive distributor if an insufficient notice period was given. In addition, it was important to decide the scope of the reference in article 5(1) of the
Brussels Convention to "the obligation." That is, was the relevant obligation
only the one which formed the immediate subject of the legal claim, or was it
the broader contractual relationship between the parties? Belgian national
law was unclear on both these points.
B. Nature of Indemnity Obligation Under Belgian Law
Article 2 of the law provides that upon termination of an exclusive distributorship, the Belgian distributor is entitled to "either reasonable notice or a
fair indemnity." A preliminary question as to whether such obligation(s)
arose in "contractual matters" within the meaning of Convention article 5(1)
was answered in the affirmative by pointing out that the law did not itself
create a cause of action but was in the nature of a loi imperative specifying
provisions which themselves were deemed to form part of the contract between the parties.
The more important question for the determination of jurisdiction then
became whether the relevant obligation was one to be performed within or
outside of Belgium (in the case of a foreign supplier). As mentioned above,
under Belgian law a debt for a sum of money must be claimed at the domicile
of the debtor.' If this reasoning could not be circumvented, Belgian distributors might still have to sue their suppliers overseas. Therefore, the legal text
was reexamined, and on the basis of legislative history an argument was
developed to the effect that the indemnity did not itself constitute either an
"'autonomous" or "alternative" obligation; rather it was a "compensatory"
obligation in lieu of the requirement of reasonable notice. 9 Once this step was
taken, it could be argued that the relevant obligation was one of notice, and
that since notice either must be given to the distributor in Belgium, or at least
consists of continued respect of the territorial exclusivity in Belgium, Belgian
courts may assert jurisdiction under article 5(1).

7

See Part Ill infra.

'See note 6 and accompanying text supra.
'Bricmont & Philips, De la competence territoriale du juge beige, d'apres la Convention
communautaire du 27 Septembre 1968, en tnatibre de resiliation, avec pravis, d'un contrat de
concession de vente i duree indeterminie, 1975 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 475; Vander Elst,

Concessions de vente en Belgique et rbgles de competence de la Convention C.E.E. du 27 Septembre 1968, 1976 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX; Baltus, Comment, 1977 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX
75.
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II. The Brussels Convention and the Meaning of
"Obligation" in Article 5(1)
With respect to the correct interpretation to be given to the "obligation,"
referred to in Article 5(1) of the Brussels Convention, the place of performance of which may determine jurisdiction under that article, little help was
available. The Convention was relatively recent, and the commentaries have
not been detailed on the point.'I Therefore, it was necessary to look to national law for possible help in interpreting the new Convention.
In general, the Belgian Code of Civil Procedure permits a plaintiff to bring
suit either in the forum loci contractus or in the forum loci executionis.
Clearly, the Convention adopted only the latter, but even on this point, the
Belgian law was unclear. In 1967 Belgium had just acquired a new Code of
Civil Procedure. New article 624(2) indeed refers to the "obligations at issue," but article 635(3)-which relates to actions against foreignersretained language of the prior code, which speaks of the "obligations which
form the basis of the complaint." It was not clear even in Belgian law whether
this latter concept could extend beyond the obligation in dispute to allow a
Belgian plaintiff to obtain jurisdiction in Belgium over a foreigner on the
basis of an obligation which is either only related to or broader than the
obligation actually in dispute.
Textual analysis of the different versions of the Convention was not completely convincing, but the Italian text of the Convention bore the most relevant response. In its phrase obbligazione dedotta in giudizio, it implied the
more limited interpretation, that is, that the obligation relevant for purposes
of jursidiction under article 5(1) was indeed the specific obligation in dispute. " This interpretation was ultimately confirmed by the Court of Justice
in De Bloos 14/76. 2
III. Immediate Background of De Bloos
On March 17, 1975, the Liege Commercial Court departed from the case
law developing in Brussels, to hold that a terminated Audi dealer could obtain jurisdiction over the German company under article 5(1) of the Convention, despite an arbitration clause and a contractual choice of German law
and a Swiss forum.' 3 In this first divergent case, the lower court was per"See Ledoux, note 6 supra; Ledoux Les Concessions de vente en Belgique et les r~gles de
competence de /a C.E.E., 1975 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 217.
"See Ledoux, supra notes 6 and 10.
'See also text accompanying note 14 infra.
"Adelin Petit S.A. v. Audi-N.S.U. Auto Union A.G., Judgment of Mar. 17, 1975, Commercial Court (2d Ch.), Liege, 1977 Jurisprudence Commercial de Belgique 186, extracted in 1975
JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 399, quoted in Ledoux, La Convention de New York et la Convention
europiennesur l'arbitrageinternationalet les concessions de vente en Belgique, 1976 JOURNAL
DES TRIBUNAUX 306, aff'd, Court of Appeals (3d Ch.), Lifge, Judgment of May 12, 1977, 1977
JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX (with note by Keutgen and Huys at 713), aff'd, Judgment of Jun. 28,
1979 Cour de Cass. (lst Ch.), (not yet published).
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suaded that, in fact, the relevant obligation was that of referring the dispute
to a Belgian judge, as required by the Law in the event the parties fail to reach
agreement on the indemnity.
It was in this context that the Court of Appeals at Mons submitted to the
European Court of Justice the following questions on December 9, 1975:
1. In an action brought by the grantee of an exclusive sales concession against the
grantor in which he claims that the latter has infringed the exclusive concession,
may the term "obligation" in Article 5(1) of the Convention of September 27, 1968,
on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters be applied without distinction to each of the obligations set out below or must
its application to any of them be excluded:
1. any obligation arising out of the outline contract granting an exclusive sales
concession or even arising out of the successive sales concluded in performance
of this outline contract;
2. the obligation in dispute or forming the basis of the legal proceedings and, if
so,
(a) the original obligation (such as the obligation not to sell to others in the
territories agreed upon or the obligation to give reasonable notice in the event
of unilateral breach);
(b) or the obligation to provide the equivalent of the original obligation (to
pay compensation or damages);
(c) or the obligation to pay damages where the effect of novation arising
from the dissolution or termination of the contract is to render void the
original obligation;
(d) or, finally, the obligation to pay "fair compensation" or even "additional compensation," provided for in Articles 2 and 3 of the Belgian Law of
July 27, 1961, concerning the unilateral termination of exclusive sales concessions of indefinite duration, as amended by the law of April 13, 1971?
In confronting its first series of cases interpreting the Brussels Convention,
the European Court was quite aware of the potential risk of permitting too
great a divergence of application if its decision left too much to national
interpretation, yet the Court was empowered only to answer the questions of
interpretation and not to decide the case at hand. The Court chose an interpretation of article 5(1) limiting the focus to the obligation at issue. It
ruled, inter alia, that:
(i) in the case of action by the grantee for infringement of an exclusive sales concession by the grantor the relevant "obligation" is that "forming the basis of the legal
proceedings, namely the obligation of the grantor which corresponds to the contractual right relied on by the grantee in support of the suit";
The Liige Courts also held that they would have jurisdiction over the German seller on the
basis of article 5(5) of the Brussels Convention, which permits jurisdiction "as regards a dispute
.arising out of the operations of a brbnch, agency or other establishment, in the courts for the
place in which the branch, agency or other establishment is situated."
Unlike the Li~ge Courts, the European Court had little difficulty in holding in De Bloos that
the above provision does not extend to the usual distributor relationship. The most recent case
decided by the European Court under the Brussels Convention deals with article 5(5). Ets.
Somafer S.A. v. Saar-Ferngas A.G., [1978] E. COMM. CT. J. REP. 2183, COMM. MKT. REP.
(CCH) 8156.
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(ii) even if the action by the grantee in such cases is for damages or dissolution of
the contract, the relevant obligation is still the one imposed on the grantor, the
nonperformance of which the grantee is relying on;
(iii) "[i]n the case of actions for payment of compensation by way of damages, it is
for the national court to ascertain whether, under the law applicable to the contract,
an independent contractual obligation or an obligation replacing the unperformed
obligation is involved".
The Court of Justice thus answered the practical question of the scope of
the term "obligation, "'' 4 and went so far as to rule that actions for damages
should normally be brought in the forum proper for the relevant underlying
obligation, but then left open the possibility that under local law certain
compensatory payments might nevertheless relate to an obligation independent of that for which compensation is being claimed.
Following the publication of the decision of the European Court, the doctrinal jousting in Belgium recommenced. This time Professor Vander Elst
published a commentary on the European Court's decision which influenced
heavily the ultimate disposition of the case by the Mons court.' 5 Professor
Vander Elst stressed the European Court's view of the independence of the
various obligations, then supported Georges Bricmont's argument that the
indemnity related to the primary obligation of providing sufficient notice.
Professor Vander Elst argued that since the requirement of notice meant,
effectively, maintenance of the territorial exclusivity for a period of time, the
relevant obligation was therefore localized in the territory, and consequently
the Belgian courts had jurisdiction.' 6
Professor Vander Elst's article was followed by an article published a
month later in the same review by the attorney from the legal staff of the
European Commission who had presented the Commission's views to the
7
European Court during the hearing of the Mons case. Paul Leleux argued'
that the court had really ruled that jurisdiction lay in the territory in which the
"principal obligation" or "characteristic performance" arose, reasoning
that this was the only reasonable interpretation by which one could achieve a
"The Convention on the accession of the new EEC Member States to the Brussels Convention
will amend the French and Dutch versions of article 5(I) of the 1968 Convention to reflect the
O.J. EUR. COMM. (No. L 304) 1 (1978). The Brussels
interpretation of the Court. __
Convention will not be in effect in Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom until after they
have ratified this convention.
"Vander Elst, Concessions de vente en Belgique et rbgles de competence de /a Convention
C.E.E. du 27 Septembre 1968, 1976 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 733.
'Id. at 737. Moreover, he went on to argue that the indemnities under article 3 of the Lawwhich compensate the terminated distributor for clientele and for certain expenses-could in any
event be made part of the suit for a termination indemnity under article 22 of the Convention (on
related causes of action) given their close connection with the termination indemnity. It would
seem difficult to avoid Belgian jurisdiction over a claim for article 3 indemnities simply by paying
a large article 2 termination indemnity. If nothing else, the terminated distributor could claim a
larger article 2 indemnity in order to establish a basis for jurisdiction. The calculation of the
article 2 indemnity is so ill-defined that it is unlikely a claim to a greater indemnity would be
considered so artificial as to deprive the court of jurisdiction.
"Leleux, Concessions de vente en Belgique et r~gles de competence de laConvention C.E.E.

du 27 Septembre 1968, 1977

JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX
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desired uniformity of application at the European level. Professor Vander
Elst replied, pointing out that the court had clearly failed to adopt this view,
despite its support by the Advocate General.'I
On May 3, 1977, the Mons court did hold that it had jurisdiction. 9 Based
on an analysis of the legislative history, it concluded that the termination
indemnity was indeed not an independent or alternative obligation, but was
dependent on the primary obligation of sufficient notice. Quoting Professor
Vander Elst's reasoning, the Court then found that obligation to consist of
maintenance of the exclusivity in Belgium and held that it therefore had
jurisdiction. 20 It is now quite clear that in the absence of any choice of forum
clause in a distributorship agreement, a Belgian court will not hesitate to
accept jurisdiction over a termination claim brought by the Belgian distributor.
IV. The Effect of Arbitration Clauses Under
Belgian Law
The question still remained whether a foreign supplier might nevertheless
escape application of the Belgian Law by including in the original distributorship agreement both a clause providing for arbitration abroad and a clause
specifying foreign law (in the absence of the latter, the arbitrators might
themselves find Belgian law to be applicable). On November 26, 1975 and
January 7, 1976, respectively, two new international conventions took effect
in Belgium: (1) the New York Convention of June 10, 1958 on Recognition
and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards; 2' and (2) the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration, signed in Geneva on
April 21, 1961.22
The European Convention is the more explicit with respect to the present
question, for article 4(l)(b)(ii) permits the parties to determine the place of
arbitration. Article 7 provides that the parties may also determine the applicable law. Article 6(2)(a) provides that when deciding on the validity of the
arbitration clause, a court should look to the law chosen by the parties. However, the last clause of article 6(2) specifies that the judge will hold an arbitration clause invalid if, according to the law of the forum (that is, his own law)
the dispute was not arbitrable.
Article 5(2) of the New York Convention provides that a local authority
may refuse to grant recognition and enforcement to a foreign award if (a) the
subject of the dispute was not arbitrable under local law, or (b) the recogni"Id.
at 74-75.
at 710.
"Id.

"0A subsequent decision of a Brussels court simply concluded that it had jurisdiction because
the notice itself had to be "performed" in Belgium. Sonobel S.C. v. Musidisc-Europe S.A.,
Judgment of June 21, 1978, Court of Appeals (2d Ch.), Brussels, reprintedin 1978 JOURNAL DES
TRIBUNAUX

685, 686.

221 U.S.T. 2517, T.I.A.S. No. 6997.
22484 U.N.T.S. 349.
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tion or enforcement would be contrary to the public policy of the country in
which enforcement or recognition is requested.
As a result of the treaty provisions described above, the availability of
arbitration as a possible escape from the coverage of the Law depended on
whether the question of termination indemnities could be considered as arbitrable under Belgian law. A leading Belgian commentator on this question,
Raymond Ledoux, argued that the matter is indeed arbitrable,23 but in the
case brought by the terminated Belgian Audi distributor, the Belgian Supreme Court recently adopted the view of the Liege Court of Appeals that the
matter is not arbitrable.2"
In an express attempt to frustrate the supplier's clear design of avoiding
application of the law, the Liege Court had reasoned that an arbitration
clause concluded prior to the end of the contract would violate article 6 of the
Law because it would be contrary to the provisions of article 4, which provide
that the defendant may "in any event" sue in court. Critics of that court's
decision argued that the Law does not prohibit arbitration, and that other
courts had clearly permitted arbitration in such cases, especially if Belgian
law was applicable and the Belgian distributor desired it.25 In affirming the
Liege decision, the Supreme Court held that a Belgian court should not recognize a Swiss arbitral award in a matter subject to an arbitration clause invalid
under Belgian law, despite the fact that the only explicit ground for refusal of
recognition under the Belgo-Swiss convention on the recognition and enforcement of judgments and arbitral awards26 is that of a conflict with local
public policy. The Supreme Court pointed out that both Belgium and Switzerland are also parties to the New York Convention, which does indeed
permit a local court to refuse recognition of foreign arbitral awards in matters not deemed arbitrable under local law. The Supreme Court rejected
Audi's argument that article 7(1) of the New York Convention also provides
that the latter will not affect bilateral treaties on the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards, and that absent an exception for non-arbitrability in
the Belgo-Swiss convention, the only permissible exception should have been
on the grounds of public policy. 27 The Supreme Court also agreed with the

en matibrede concession de vente, 1978 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX
"E.g., Ledoux, L "arbritrage
673; Ledoux, La Convention de New York et laConvention europennesur l'arbitrageinternational et les concessions de vente en Belgique, 1976 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 306.
"Judgment of Jun. 28, 1979 Cour de Cass. (1st Ch.) (not yet published), aff'd, Judgment of
May 12, 1977, Court of Appeals (3d Ch.), Liege, 1977 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 710 (with note
by Keutgen and Huys at 713).
"E.g., Ledoux, L 'arbitrageen mati~rede concession de vente, 1978 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX
673, 676.
"Convention on Recognition and Enforcement of Judgment and Arbitral Awards, Apr. 29,
1959, Belgium-Switzerland, reprinted in Mon. beige, Sept. 11, 1962.
"Although the Court of Appeals also held that recognition of the Swiss arbitral award would
be contrary to Belgian public policy as established by the Law, the Supreme Court was content to
affirm the decision on the ground that the arbitration clause itself was invalid, since it was
concluded prior to termination and since Belgian law, not German law applied. The general
question of the scope of the public policy exception of article 5(2)(b) of the New York Conven-
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Liege Court that only Belgian law could apply to a Belgian distribution agreement, and that the contractual choice of German law had been based on a
"fraudulent" assertion that performance of the contract was to be in Germany.
Although it is still not clear, it would appear as a result of the Supreme
Court decision, that under Belgian law an arbitration clause in an exclusive
distributorship agreement is invalid, at least if the agreement calls for application of foreign law. Even if Belgian law were applied, the arbitration clause
would still be invalid. The Supreme Court therefore considers the issue of
termination indemnities to be non-arbitrable, but apparently only if the
agreement is reached prior to termination. An agreement to arbitrate concluded after termination still appears to be valid, whether or not Belgian law
is to be applied. The arbitrability of the matter under Belgian law therefore
turns primarily on the timing of conclusion of the agreement to arbitrate.
V. Practical Effects
The practical question for the American supplier to a Belgian exclusive
distributor is whether, following this otherwise entertaining debate, it is possible to avoid the application of Belgian law in the event of termination of the
distributor. The United States is a party to the New York Convention, but of
course not to either the European Convention on International Commercial
Arbitration or the Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and Enforcement of
Judgments. Nor is there a bilateral convention between the United States and
Belgium on these matters. The result is that a United States supplier would
have to rely primarily on the New York Convention. In order to do so, it
should include in its distribution agreement a clause specifying both arbitration (preferably outside of Belgium) and a choice of foreign law. Nevertheless, the Belgian Supreme Court has indicated that even this will probably not
be sufficient to protect the supplier from suit in Belgium, unless the agreement also calls for the application of Belgian law. On the other hand, if an
American supplier obtained an arbitral award in another jurisdiction under
another law-as did Audi-although the supplier could not prevent the suit
in Belgium, it might nevertheless interpose the arbitral award (or even the
very existence of the clause itself) to prevent enforcement of the Belgian
tion goes beyond the ambitions of this article, but the debate in Belgium illustrated some of the
difficulties encountered in trying to define the concept. During its review of the draft law prior to
adoption, the Belgian Counseil d'Etat had stated that the Law set forth special rules of public
policy. The Law itself of course does not declare that its rules are public policy, and, in fact, only
the Liege Court had held the provisions of the law to be public policy. Ledoux had argued that
even if the law specifies rules of territorial "police and security," and even though its provisions
may be considered imperatives, they are designed only to protect private interests, and not the
interests of the State essential to its established moral, political or economic order. Ledoux,
L 'arbitrageen rnatirede concession de vente 1978 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 673, 675-760. See
note by Keutgen and Huys, supra note 24 at 713. Ledoux had argued that it is only those essential
State interests which are intended to be protected by the public policy exception of article 5(2)(b)
of the New York Convention, and that the Liege Court erred in holding the law to be of public
policy.
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decision in the United States. Since no treaty on the subject of recognition
and enforcement of judgments exists between Belgium and the United States,
and since both are parties to the New York Convention, it would be permissible for United States courts to determine that the Belgian courts had unjustifiably overlooked the clear language of article 2 of the New York Convention, which permits the parties to agree to arbitrate. 28
It might be preferable to conclude an agreement between a Belgian distributor and an entity of the supplier's corporate group domiciled in an European Economic Community (EEC) Member State, and to insert in the agreement a choice of foreign law and the grant of exclusive jurisdiction to the
courts of the supplier's domicile. 9 A supplier domiciled in another EEC
country which is a party to the Brussels Convention should be able to rely on a
clause specifying that the courts of the supplier's domicile shall have exclusive jurisdiction. The question of termination indemnities is not one to which
article 16 of the Brussels Convention, regarding exclusive jurisdiction, applies. Therefore, under article 17 of the Convention, the agreement between
the parties should be sufficient to bestow exclusive jurisdiction on the courts
of the supplier's domicile. Given a valid contractual agreement on exclusive
jurisdiction outside Belgium, the Belgian courts should not accept jurisdiction of a claim brought by the Belgian distributor3"; if they did, their decision
would generally not be enforceable outside of Belgium. Perhaps Audi's mistake was to rely on an arbitration clause, rather than a choice of court jurisdiction.
If an arbitration clause is nevertheless desired, the supplier should, if possible, be domiciled in a country in which the European Convention is in ef2
n addition, though not conclusively, the United States defendant in such a case could refer
to article 3(6) of the Treaty of Friendship, Establishment and Navigation between the United
States and Belgium, 14 U.S.T. 1284, T.I.A.S. No. 5432, which provides as follows:
Contracts entered into between nationals and companies of either Party and nationals and
companies of the other Party, that provide for the settlement by arbitration of controversies,
shall not be deemed unenforceable within the territories of such other Party merely on the
grounds that the place designated for the arbitration proceedings is outside such territories or
that the nationality of one or more of the arbitrators is not that of such other Party. No award
duly rendered pursuant to any such contract, and final and enforceable under the laws of the
place where rendered, shall be deemed invalid and denied effective means of enforcement by
the authorities of either Party merely on the ground that the place where such award was
rendered is outside the territories of such Party or that the nationality of one or more of the
arbitrators is not that of such Party.
2
Whether distribution into Belgium through another European entity is practical will depend
on a number of factors, including questions of intracorporate transfer pricing and Subpart F of
the United States Internal Revenue Code. For example, depending on the facts, such distribution
could result in Foreign Base Company Sales Income for the distributing European subsidiary.
See I.R.C. § 954(d). In addition, it should be kept in mind that the second paragraph of article 5
of the Belgian Law appears to grant to a terminated subdistributor a right of action against a
supplier whose termination of the distributor's contract resulted in termination by the latter of
the subdistributor. There is little law or comment on this provision, but its existence may serve to
remind suppliers that they cannot necessarily avoid the Law merely by using an "insulating"
distributor between themselves and a Belgian subdistributor.
3
Agecobel S.A. v. Flaminaire S.A., Judgment of Jan. 15, 1976, Commercial Court, Brussels,
1976 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 210.
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fect. 3 ' Still, it would appear that the supplying entity may, according to the
principles adopted in the Audi case, be subjected to suit by the distributor in
Belgium. Nevertheless, whereas the New York Convention relied upon by the
United States supplier speaks only indirectly of choice of law (as in article
5(I)(a) ), the European supplier might also rely on the European Convention
to justify both choice of law and arbitration clauses diverging from the requirement of Belgian law. 2 Although such an agreement would apparently
not be given effect in Belgium, a practical question is whether a Belgian
court's invalidation of the choice of law and arbitration clauses and its award
to a terminated Belgian distributor would be recognized and enforced in
another European state. If enforcement were sought in another EEC Member State, the courts of the latter would have to determine whether the Brussels Convention required recognition and enforcement of the Belgian decision or whether the European or New York Conventions on arbitration
required recognition of the arbitration clause. 33 On the assumption that the
issue of the arbitration clause had been debated in the Belgian court, it would
seem that the court of another EEC country would be obliged under the
Brussels Convention to grant recognition and enforcement of the Belgian
decision.3 ' Recognition and enforcement might not be granted, however, by

another non-EEC party to the European Convention."

"Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France and Italy have all ratified the
European Convention.
"The EEC Member States have also been working on a draft convention on the law applicable
to both contractual and noncontractual obligations. COMM. MKT. REP. (CCH) 6311. In its
published form, the convention would permit the parties to a contract freedom to choose the
applicable law (article 2). In the absence of an explicit choice, the applicable law would generally
be that of the residence or principal establishment of the party "who is to carry out the obligation
characteristic of the contract." This language was also reflected in Leleux' interpretation of
De Bloos. See text accompanying note 17 supra. Although the characteristic obligation under a
sales contract is normally deemed to take place at the residence or principal establishment of the
seller, see, e.g., article 3 of the Hague Convention of June 15, 1955 on the Law Applicable to
International Sales of Goods, the place of performance of a distribution agreement is deemed to
be at the distributor's residence or establishment. See, e.g., Vander Elst, Concessions de vente en
Belgique et rgles de competence de la Convention C.E.E. du 27 Septembre 1968, 1976 Journal
des Tribunaux 733, 736 n.13; Vander Elst, Comments, 1977 JOURNAL DES TRIBUNAUX 74, 75.
Therefore, in the absence of a choice of law clause, even if the draft convention is adopted,
Belgian law would probably be found to apply to an agreement with a Belgian distributor.
"All EEC Member States, with the exception of Luxembourg and Ireland, are parties to the
New York Convention. This means that for the moment, those EEC Member States which are
parties to both the New York and European Conventions are Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France and Italy.
"Even this point is not absolutely clear. Article I of the Brussels Convention excludes from the
scope of the Convention, inter alia, "arbitration." However, there is not a clear agreement
among the EEC Member States on the exact meaning of this exclusion. The original six interpret
it restrictively to refer only to arbitration proceedings themselves, while the view expressed
principally by the United Kingdom is that the exclusion refers to all matters the parties had
agreed to arbitrate. Therefore, in the view of the United Kingdom, a second court might refuse,
on the basis of the Brussels Convention alone, to enforce a judgment awarded by a court which
had failed to recognize an otherwise valid arbitration clause. See P. Schlosser, Report on the
Convention, O.J. EUR. COMM., (No. C 59) 71, 92-93 (1979).
"Non-EEC Western European parties to the European Convention include Austria and
Spain.

